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Abstract 

We present an algorithm for recognizing the forward-branching (FE) [Str89] 
class of term-rewriting systems. 

The algorithm is an improvement over a previous algorithm reported in [DS91] 
and [DS90] with a complexity proof in [Dur94]. The time comple)(ity of the algo
rithm ln [Dur94) is OC~:::, ln; l2) but was reported to be O(('E; ln; l)2), and the space 
compl€Dty is O(('E; ln,l}2) . We improve on this result by giving an algorithm with 
both time and space complexity O('E, In;l2) . Thus, in the normal case, where the 
size of each individual left-hand side is relatively small, the new algorithm is much 
more efficient. Since the quadratic behavior is caused by a set intersection oper
ation that can be implemented with bit vectors, t he algorithm is very efficient in 
practice. 

Keywords: term-rewriting systems recognition, complexity, equational pro
gramming. 

1 Introduction 

In [H082] Hoffmann and O'Donnell showed that recognizing the class of strongly left
sequential (SLS) term-rewriting systems can be done in linear time. Their method was 
based on t he Aho-Corasick generalization [AC75] of the Knuth-Morris-Pratt [KMP77] 
pattern matching algorithm fur words. In [KM91] Klop and Middledorp conjecture that 
recognizing the class of strongly sequential (SS) systems is NP-complete. 

In [Str88] we defined the class of forward-branching (F B) systems and gave the first al
gorithm for recognizing it. Although the algorithm presented was able to decide whenever 
a given system was in F B , it was unable to construct the corresponding pattern-matching 
automaton. Furthermore, no complexity was given for the algorithm. 

In [Dur94] 1. Durand gave an algorithm that both recognizes F B and constructs the 
corresponding automaton. The complerity of that algorithm was shown to be quadratic 
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in the overall size of the system, where the siz-e of the system is the sum of the sizes of 
the left-hand sides. In fact , the complexity was really the sum of the square of the size of 
each individual left-hand side, but this was not shown. Also, the space complexity was 
quadratic in the overall size of the system due to the use of a Large table. 

In this paper we eliminate the large table and get a. time and space complexity that 
are both expressed as the sum of the square of the size of each individual left-hand side. 

2 Terminology a nd Notation 

2.1 Term Rewriting Sytems 

We follow the notation of (HL79]. We also use some notation of [KM91) and [SR90]. 
Let Fn be a set of funchon symbols oi arity n , :F = Un>O Fn ' and v n F = 0 a 

denumerable set of variable symbols. Our expression language iS the set M (F , V) of first 
order terms formed from F and V. We use T to denote M(F, V) when F and V arc 
fixed by the context. 

Let M be a term, we use O(M) to denote its set of occurrences. An occurrence of M 
is a possibly empty sequence of positive integers such that: 

A E O(M), 

u E O(M;) ~ iu E O(F(· · · ,M, · · ·)). 

In the literature occurrences are also called posttions or paths. O(M ) denotes the set of 
non variable occurrences in M. The set of occurrences is partially ordered by the prefix 
ordering~. We use< to denote the st rict ordering associated with~· We use M ju to 
denote the subterm of M at u, ujv to denote the path w such that wv = u and root(M) 
to denote the root symbol of M . Finally, if u E O(M) , M(u f- N] is the replacement in 
Mat u by N . 

A term rewriting system (TRS for short) is a finite set E of pairs of terms L; --7 R; 
such that L; is not a variable and V{R;) ~ V(L;) (where V(M) is the set of variables of 
M). Redr: denotes the set of left-hand sides oi E. 

A substttutlon a is a mapping from T to T satisfying a(F(M1, • •• , Mn )) = 
F(a(M1), ••• , a(Mn )) (a is determined by its restriction to V). Any term M such that 
M = a(N) for some substitution a and N E Redr; is called a redex of E. R r.(M) denotes 
the set of redex occurrences in M ; a term is in normal form iff Rr:(M) = 0. 

From now on we will consider that E is fixed and drop the subscript E from Rr_ . 

2.2 R eduction 

We say that the term M reduces to N at occurrence u using rule L; ~ R; iff t here exists 
a substitution a such that M/u = a(L,) and N = M(u f- a(R;)}. We "1\o'Tite M ~ N 
when M reduces to N. We use..; t,o denote the reflexive and transitive closure of~ -

Forward-branching programs are orthogOJ:!al (i.e. , left linear and with no overlap 
[HL 79),[KM91]} . [Ros73] showed that for orthogonal T RSs, --7 is confluent. 

We need to represent partial knowledge of a term. A symbol n of arity zero is thus 
introduced. It will represent our ignorance. \Ve call f2-term a term where an f2 can occur. 
Tn will denote the set of all f2-terms. Now we can define the prefix ordering :::5 on Tn 
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where n is at the bottom. lt is easy and straightforward to extend all the previously 
defined operations Oil terms to S1-terms. 

Along with S1-terms and ::5, we give some notation and definitions. We say that an S1-
term is in S1-normal form iff 'R.(N) = 0 and reserve the expression normal form for terms 
containing neither redexes nor S1's. Mn denotes the term obtained from M by replacing 

~ 

its variables with Sl 's and, ifF E Fn . F[n] denote the S1-term F(Slh . .. , Sln)· If M is 
left-hand side1, Mn is called a redex scheme, or simply a scheme. The set formed by the 
schemes is denoted Redn. An S1-term Afis preredex iff M ::5 N for some N E Redn and 
a proper preredex iff M-< N. A proper subscheme whose root is labeled with a symbol 
appearing at the root of some scheme is called a functional subscheme, Let us call Red~ 
the set Redo augmented with all the functional subschemes. 

Given an S1-term M , 0 0 (M) denotes the set of its Sl-occurrences (occurrences that 
correspond to an S1) and On(M) the set of its non-Sl-occurrences. 

2.3 Strong Index, Index Tree 

Huet and Levy (HL79] showed that given an orthogonal system, every term M not in 
normal form contains a needed redex (redex that needs to be replaced in every sequence of 
reductions leading to the normal form). However, for orthogonal systems, it is undecid
able in general whether a redex is needed. To avoid that problem, one must use a more 
restricted class, for instance Strongly Sequential systems (SS for short). The following 
will be useful since F B C SS [Str88]. 

The concept of sequentiality for a monotonic predicate was first introduced by [KP78]. 

Definition 1 A predicate P on In is monotonic iff P(T) implies P (T') wheneverT ::5 T'. 
Let P be a monotonic predicate on ln. An S1-occurrence u of 1\tf is an index with 

r-espect toP iff\:JN such that 1\tf ~ N , P(N) =true implies N fu # n. 
Then P zs sequential at M iff whenever P(M) =false, it follows that there exists an 

index with respect to P in M . 

Intuitively, an index is an n-occurrence that will need to be refined in order to make 
the predicate true, and sequentiality means that, for any S1-term which does not satisfy 
the predicate, such an n-occurrence exists. 

There is no need, in the scope of this paper, to use the normal reduction. In fact , we 
choose to ignore the right-hand sides by using only two kinds of reduction: 

Notation 1 Let M be an Sl-term. 

• arbitrary reduction: M -+? M[u ~ T] iff u E 'R(M) , there ar·e no constraints on 
T . 

• D.-reduction: .M ---+n M [u ~ n] iff M ju is redex compatible (i.e., can be refined 
to a redex} and u E On(M). 

We can now define the predicate nf1. The fact that it is monotonic is easily checked. 

Definition 2 nf7(M ) = true iff 3N in nor"rnal form such that M ~? N. 

1 old : a. red ex 
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From now, we will use index to denote an index with respect to nf?, and I (M) will 
denote the set of indexes associated with M . From these definitions, strongly sequential 
means sequential according to nf? at any M in 0-normal form. Intuitively, u E I(M) 
cannot disappear without being refined. 

Note that, whereas it is easy to decide whether an fl-occurrence of an 0-term is an 
index, deciding whether a TRS is strongly sequential is not a trivial matter; the first proof 
was given by [HL 79] ; another proof can be found in [KM91] , where Klop and Middeldorp 
conjecture that deciding strong sequentiality is NP-complete although [Dur95] shows 
that the problem is in CO-NP. 

We now give some definitions and terminology due to [O'D85] in order to define an 
index tree. An index tree is similar to the matching dag used by Huet and Levy. 

An 0-term M is a potential redex if there is a way to refine it and then arbitrarily 
reduce it so that it becomes a redex. A potential redex is called a soft term in [KM91]. 
We say that ·u E O(M) is a potential redex occurrence iff M/u is a potential redex. 
Symmetrically, we say that M is in strong head normal form iff it's not a potential redex 
and that u E O(M) is a strongly stable occurence if M/u is in strong head normal form. 
Intuitively, the root term of an 0-term in strong head normal form cannot change, even 
if M is refined and arbitrarily reduced. 

Definition 3 Let M be an f!-term. M is a firm f! -term iff 3u E On(M) such that 
'Vv E On(M) , either v is strongly stable or v < u. We call such an occurrence u a firm 
extension occurrence of M. 

An index point is a pair (M, u) where M is a firm f!-term and also a preredex, u is 
a firm extension occurrence of M and u E I(M). 

Definition 4 Given an index point s = (M , w) such that M ::F 0 , an index point t = 
(N, v ) is a failure point of (lvl, w) iff 3-u ::FA s·uch that w = uv and N = Mju. A failur·e 
point t of s is the immediate failure point of s iff every failure point of s other than t is 
a failure point oft; then we note <P(s) = t. 

From the in1plementation point of view, failure points can be used in order to not 
waste inspection time. If you find nothing interesting at M jw, you can still use the fact 
that you have inspected N = M ju. Actually, that property is not really useful for the 
forward-branching class since stabilization can be done before inspection [Str88]. 

We now give the definition for the index tree. 

Definition 5 An index tree is a pattern matching automaton whose states are index 
points and which, along with the usual transition function u , has a failure transition 
function <P that maps all the internal states to their immediate failure points. 

3 Characterisation of FB 

We now give the definition of the forward-branching class. This definition, due to [Str88J, 
is not really intuitive. 

Definition 6 (Strandh 88} An index tree is said to be a forward-branching index tree 
if and only if ever·y state of the index tree can be reached from the root without following 
a failure transition. 

A TRS ~ is said to be forward-branching if and only if a forward-branching index 
tree exists for~. 
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We can characterize forward-branching more intuitively by the following property. 

Property 1 Every proper preredex M contains at least one 0-occurrence which is not 
an S1-occurrence of any scheme or subscheme greater than M . 

This property states that, for every state of the index tree, you know that there is 
a place to look at that does not correspond to a variable in a left-hand-side. We will 
call the class characterized by PropertyJ. K . Note that , from the programmer's point 
of view, this property is useful since it gives an intuit ive idea of the kind of programs of 
that class. 

Theorem 1 (1. Durand 91) K=FB. 

Here is an example, which is a modification of one of the examples given in [Dur94] , 
t hat illustrates the theorem. 

Example 1 Consider the forward-branching system f : 

K(F(G(x,C),A)) ~ A 
F(G(x,A),A) -7 x 
F(G(x, A),B) -t G(x,x) 
G(B,B) -t B 

We have: 

1. Redn = {1 : K (F(G(S1,C),A)}, 2 : F(G(O, A),.4) , 3 : F(G(O,A ),B), 4 : 
G(B , B)} and 

2. Red0 == RednU{l; t : F(G(n , C), A) , l ;u : G(n , C), 211: G(fl, A), 3;t : G(r2, A)}. 

A forward-branching index tree for f is given in Fig·ure 1, and you can easily check 
that r satisfies Property 1. The function trnsf, illustrated in the figure , can be ~gnored 
for the moment. The function 4> is represented with a dashed line. We do not represent 
the failure transitions when <I>(s) = root. 

Note that r is strongly ordered [Str88]. a more restricted class than F B . Still, it is a 
small example that can be used to illustrate some interesting points in the scope of this 
paper. 

The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in.IDur94]. The most important lemma used 
in the proof of J( = F B is probably the constr·uction lemma [Dur94], that shows how to 
build a forward-branching index tree for some TRS E satisfying Property 1. The proof 
of that lemma is constructive; here is the algorithm that produces a forward-branching 
index tree associated with Z::. 

Initialization: 

let nofinal0 = {(0, A)}, max= Max{IMI I ME Redn} 
for all i , 0 < i < max let nofinal; = f/J 

end for 
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Figure 1: Forward-branching index tree for r 

Induction step: 

for all Sn = (Mn, un ) E nofinaln, 

for all F occurring in E s.t. 3N E Redo s.t. M,1 -< N 
and root(N /'U.n) = F, 

let Mn+ J = M,.[un +- F [n]] 
if Mn+l E Redo let Sn+l = Mn+l 

else let Sn+l = {Mn ... lr 1/..n ... J), nofinaln+l = nofinaln+l u {sn+t} 

with ttn+l chosen as indicated below; 

end if 
let 6(sn, F) = Sn+l 

end for 
end for 

The choice of ttn+t is made as follows. 

Consider the sequence of index points reachable from sn via failure transi tions only. 

Case 1: None of these index points tis such that 6(t , F) is defiJled. Then we choose U.n+l so 

that 'tiNE Red~ such that Mn+l < N , Nfu.n+l =f n. This choice is always possible 

if P roperty 1 is satisfied. 

Case 2: Such at exists, t = (U, v) and o(t, F) = (U', v'). By Definition 4, t here is a tt such 

that Un = uv. We choose Un+J = uv'. 

Case 2 means that we try, whenever possible, to use the same inspection order for 

Mn+Lfu as the one used for U' . This technique is useful since it allows us to reuse the 

inspection work done on U' . 
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4 General Algorithm 

We first express the algorithm abstractly with set operations. We then show how to 
implement these set operations for an efficient result. 

4.1 Data Structure 

• A term is a structure containing the following fields: 

symbol, the symbol of the root of the term; 
child, a vector of terms of the size of the arity of symbol . 

• A prefix is a structure that we use to encode a prefix of a redex scheme M together 
with a set of occurences of M (typically a set of indexes or a set of 0-occurrences 
of M ). The structure has two fields: 

terms, an array of the size of M, containing pointers to subterms of M; 
distinguished, a set of occurrences in the terms array. 

Note that, terms being coded with an array, distinguished can be coded by a bit 
vector: if the bit n is set, then terms[n] is distinguished (see section 5). 

• Finally, a state s of the automaton contains the following fields: 

scheme..pref ixes, a set of prefixes of redex schemes; 
subscheme.:prefi xes, a set of prefixes of functional subschemes; 
indexes , a set of occurrences corresponding to possible indexes for s; 
index, the final choice of indc:x for s ; 
successors, a set of pairs < f , t > (u (s, f ) = t); 
psize, an offset that codes the first free place in the terms array of the 

prefixes; 
failure, the immediate fa ilure state of s. 

Procedure Ini tialize() 
let root = newstate 
root.scheme_pref ixes = 0, root.subscheme_prefixes = 0 
for t E Reef r. 

let p = newpreftx, p.terms[O] = t , p.distinguished = {0} 
if t is a functional s ubscheme 

root.subscheme_pref ixes = root.subscheme_prefixes U {p} 
e lse root.sch.eme_prejixes = root.scheme_pref ixes U {p} 

end for 
root.indexes = {0}, root.index = 0, root.successm·s = 0, 
r·oot.psize = 1 root.j ailur·e = undefined 

end Initialize 

Procedure Advance(s) 
while s.scheme_pref ixes :/: 0 and s.subschem e_pre f ixes :/: 0 do 

if s.scheme_pref ixes :/: 0 select any p E s.scheme_prefixes 
else select any p E s.subscheme_prefixes 
end if 
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s.scheme_prefixes = s.scheme_prefixes \ {p} II (1) 

let t = p.terms[s.index] 
let f = t .symbol 
fori E [O .. arity(f)- 1] do 

p.terms[s.psize + i] = t.child[i] 
if t.child[i] =I= n 

p.distinguished = p.distinguished U { s.psize + i} 
end if 

end do 
p.distinguished = p.distinguished \ { s.index} 
if 3s' such that < f , s' >E s.successors 

let s' = a state I < f , s' >E s.successors 
if ~(s') =root II (2) 

s'.indexes = s'.indexes n p.distinguishedll (3) 

end if 
if p is a scheme prefixe 

s'.scheme_prefixes = s'.scheme_prefixes U {p} 
else s'.subscheme_prefixes = s'.subscheme_prefixes U {p} 
end if 

elseif p is a scheme prefixe 
II we don't create a new state for a subscheme 

let s' = newstate 
s'.successors = 0, s'.scheme_prefixes = {p}, 
s'.psize = s.psize + f.at'ity 
let t = s.failure 
while t =F root/\ .B < j , u >E t.successors do 

t = t.jailure 
if 3 < j , u >E t.successors 

s'.failure = u, s'.index = u.index + s'.psize - u.psize 
else 

s'.failure =root, s'.index = undefined, 
s'.indexes = p.distinguished 

end if 
s.successors = s.successor·s U { < f. s' >} 

end if 
end while 
for < j , s' >E s.successors do 

if s'.index =undefined 
if s'.indexes = 0 and ls'.subscheme_p·refixesl =J 0 

and ls'.scheme_prefixesi =J 1 
error "not forward branching" 

else s'.index = any i E s'.indexes 
end if 

end if 
end for 

end Advance 
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5 Explanation of the Algorithm 

The main trick of the algorithm lies in the encoding of a scheme (or subscheme) prefix. An 
array is used to index the known parts of the prefix. The array is constructed dynamically 
according to the order in which a pattern or a subpattern is scanned. 

The algorithm constructs the index t ree top-down in a breadth-first manner. That 
way, we are sure that a failure node exists when needed. Each state of the index tree 
keeps a set of scheme prefixes and a set of subscheme prefixes. The schemes prefixes 
are prefixes of ordinary left-hand side schemes. TJ1e subscheme prefixes are prefixes of 
subschemes for which the root symbol is a functional symbol. 

To initalize the algorithm, we create the initial state of the index tree. Then the two 
prefix sets are initialized with all of the empty prefixes of the schemes and the functional 
subschemes respect ively. We know that the index point to use for the initial state is A, 
which correb1Jonds to index 0 of the term array in the prefixes. 

Following the initialization, we use a worklist organized in the form of a queue in 
order to partition the prefixes of a state into subsets, each corresponding to a successor 
state. This partitioning is done by the Advance procedure. 

The Advance procedure works in two steps. The first step advances all the scheme 
prefixes and the second step advances all the functional subscheme prefixes; the order 
is important . Advancing a scheme for a given index i consists of refining the scheme 
at i and then looking for a state corresponding to the symbol at i. If such a state 
does not exist and the scheme is not a functional subscheme, then it must be created as 
described below. We don't want to create a state for a functional subscheme since we 
are not interested in matching them; their main purpose is overlap detection. Also note 
that, since schemes are processed before subschemes, there is no risk of throwing away a 
subscheme overlapping with a scheme. 

When the state is found, the algorithm checks whether its set of indexes needs to 
be updated according to property 1; if so, a set. intersection is performed. To determine 
whether the update must be done, the algorithm can check whether the index has already 
been chosen or, equivalently, whether the associated failure state is r·oot. Note that the 
later solution depends on the state, not on the scheme. Thus, for a given state, the result 
of the test is fixed and we could save some tests by code duplication. This is due to the 
fact that if the algorithm cannot choose the index at state creation, as explained in the 
next paragraph, it cannot choose an index in the set of possible indexes before having 
processed aU the schemes and subschemes associated with that state. 

When we create a state, we first compute its failure transition. For that , we can use 
the failure transition lemma [Dur94J and Definition 6 to apply the following technique: 
to find the failure transition for a state s knowing the failure transition chain issued from 
its predecessor p , we just need to find the first failure point t of this chain such that 
tS(t, F ) = r is defined. F is the symbol satisfying tS(p , F ) = s. If such a state does not 
exist, then q>(s) = root. Note that this operation is performed in O(j ) where j is the 
distance between the state s a11d the root. If a non-root failure state is found, we can 
use the choice procedure described in case 2 of the automaton construction on page 6 as 
the index of the new state, which corresponds to a simple aritlunet.ic operation. 
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6 Complexity 

6.1 Time 

We now consider the complexity of the algorithm in terms of set intersection operations. 

The reader can check that it corresponds to the most expensive set of operations by 

looking at the explanations of Section 5, page 9, and by considering the fact that, given 

a states and a scheme p, p is considered only once. See instruction (1) of the algorithm. 

The global strategy is to perform a reassociat ion of cost in order to show that the 

work performed on the subschemes can be used to avoid similar work on schemes. But 

first, we need some definitions. 

Notation 2 A states is said to be stable iff ~(s) =root. 

D efinit ion 7 Given an index tree I , we define its considered data set cd1 as the set of 

pairs (s, p) where s is a state of I and p a scheme or subscheme associated with s (i.e., 

considered by the algorithm while processing state s; see the tagged instructions (1}(2}(9)). 

We drop I when it is implied by the context. s and p correspond to the variables of the 

same names in the algorithm. For p, note that there is a bijection betwen the prefixes 

and the schemes. 

Next, we define a set of projections of cd: 

Notation 3 We call cdstb the restriction of cd to stable states and ~tb its complemen

tary set. 
We call cd3

• the restriction of cd to schemes and cd56c its restnction to proper sub

schemes. 
We can combine these two types of notation in a direct way. For example, cd~~~b 

denotes the restnction of cd to non-stable states and subschemes. 

Definition 8 We define the elementary potential cost of(s,p), noted epc(s,p) as the cost 

of the set intersectwn (3,.) performed for p at state s, supposmg that the test (2,.) is not 

performed (or systemat1cally returns true). 

We define the elementary real cost of (s,p), noted erc(s,p) as the cost of the set 

operation actually generated by p at state s: 

( ) { 
epc( s, p) if test (2,.) produces true 

ere s,p = 0 
th . 

o erwJ.Se 

We call rc the global real cost in term of set intersection operations: rc = 

L (s,p) Ecd ere( s, p) 

The essence of our proof consists of showing that r·c = L(s,p)Ecd,,. ere( s, p) < 

L (s,p)Ecd'" epc(s,p) . And the first step of the proof can be stated like this: 

Lemma 1 rc = L:(s.p)Ecd~•• epc( s, p) 

Proof.The algorithm performs set intersection operations only for state s such 

that ~(s) = root; otherwise, the computation of failure points and indexes can be 

done directly. See SectiOn 5. So, we have erc(s, p) = ' _ . s => . { epc(s p) if s E cd tb 

0 otlierwtse 

L (s,p)Ecderc(s,p) = L (s,p)Ecd,.0 epc(s,p) • 

For the next step, we need to define the function tmsf that we will use to make the 

reassociation of cost. 
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D efinition 9 We define trnsf: cd''c H cd~~tb as trnsf((M ju,wfu), pf v.) = ((M,w),p) 
where p is a scheme. The function trnsf is well defined thanks to the construction 
lemma {Dur94} and Definition 4. 

Intuitively, the function trnsfmaps tile inspection of an occurrence of a subscheme to 
tile inspection of the corresponding occurrence of the scheme from which the subscheme 
is extracted. Note that such a mapping traverses a chain of failure transitions backwards 
(according to Definition 4), as shown-in Figure 1. The reassociation of cost can be 
performed thanks to the following lemma: 

Lemma 2 trns J1a~. ... H cd~~tb is bijective. 
~·6 

Proof.trnsfJcd ... is clearly surjective since it traverses a chain of failure tran-
~.o 

sitions backwards. lnjectiveness comes from the fact that if trnsf1a~. ... (st.p1 ) = 
•t6 

trnsf1a~.:::(s2 , 1J2) = (s,p), s 1 and s2 are both failure points of s, so, one must be a 
failure point for the other; but that idea contradicts the hypothesis that they are both 
stable. • 

Lemma 3 rc ~ L(s,p)Ecd" epc(s,p). 

Proof. We have ( Lemma 1): rc = L (.,,p)ecd,, b epc(s, p) = L(s,p)Ecd!~b epc(s, p) + 
L(.t,p)Ecd::g epc(s, p). 

Since set intersection is linear in the size of the sets, we have epc(s.p) 5: 
epc(trnsf(s, p)); thus rc ~ L(•.p)Ecd!~. epc(s,p) + L (•.p)ec.t::: epc(trnsf (s,p)). Then, 
(Lemma 2) rc ~ L (sn)EC<P.' epc(s, p) + L (•n) ee<P.' epc(s, p). That concludes the proof 

tr .u,. v- turb 

of the lemma. • 

Theorem 2 rc ~ L L;e&d size(L,)2 

Proof. Thanks to Lemma 3, we can say that rc ~ L:1.,eRed L(6 ,LI)Ecd epc(s, L;) . 
Since l{(s ,L1) E cd} l = size(L1) (the entire term is inspected) and epc(s , L;) ~ size(L,), 
we have rc ~ L L,ERed size( L; )2 

• 

6.2 Space 

We need to allocate memory for the states and for the prefixes. The memory needed the 
states is in O(L:L,eRedsize(L;)). The memory needed for the prefixes, for t h is algorithm, 
is in O(L:L,eRed' size(L1)) But it 's straightforward - using sharing - to implement the 
prefixes in order to get O(L:, In;l) · 

This is an important improvement, compared to [Dur94], since the previous algorithm 
had to manage a memory space in O((L:L,eRedsize( L, ))2

). 

7 Conclusion 

We have presented a. new algorithm for rccogruzmg the forward-branching class 
of term rewriting systems. Our algorithm has a time and space complexity of 
O{L:L,eRedsize(L1)2), which is important since our programs are typically composed of 
many small left-hand sides. 

Moreover, both the algorithm and the complexity proof are simplier. Note that an 
implementat.ion exist, that will soon be integrated in !.he distributed version of our system. 
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